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Machine Learning for Intrusion Detection in
a Computer Network

Lucı́a Pallarés Rodrı́guez

Abstract– With the increasing number of systems that rely on the Internet, it is essential to provide
security mechanisms to cope with malicious connections and data. In order to protect these
networks, IDS are one of the many approaches that exist to guarantee this security, and one of the
most popular procedures when building them is using Machine Learning. This project is centered on
studying different supervised learning algorithms to train an Intrusion Detection System. Concretely,
we will generate a series of datasets using different methods for feature selection, PCA and Pearson
correlation, and we will evaluate the performance of four models, Decision Trees, Support Vector
Machines, Random Forest and Neural Networks, when training them with each set of data.

Keywords– Machine Learning, IDS, PCA, Pearson Correlation, SVM, Neural Network, Deci-
sion Tree, Random Forest, Random Search.

Resumen– Con el aumento del número de sistemas que dependen de Internet, es esencial
proporcionar mecanismos de seguridad para hacer frente a conexiones y datos malignos. Con el fin
de proteger estas redes, los Sistemas de Detección de Intrusos son uno de los muchos enfoques
que existen para garantizar dicha seguridad, y uno de los procedimientos más populares a la hora
de construirlos es usar Aprendizaje Automático. Este proyecto se centra en estudiar diferentes
algoritmos de aprendizaje supervisados para entrenar un Sistema de Detección de Intrusos.
Concretamente, generaremos una serie de datasets utilizando diferentes métodos de selección de
atributos, como PCA y correlación de Pearson, y evaluaremos el rendimiento de cuatro modelos,
Árboles de Decisión, Máquinas de Vectores de Soporte, Bosques aleatorios y Redes Neuronales,
cuando los entrenamos con cada set de datos.

Palabras clave– Aprendizaje Automático, IDS, PCA, Correlación de Pearson, SVM, Red Neu-
ronal, Árbol de Decision, Bosques Aleatorios, Búsqueda Aleatoria.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE digitalization process that enterprises, organiza-
tions, governments and individuals started years
ago has led us to a world where almost everyone

and everything is connected through the Internet. Informa-
tion is stored in a place that can be accessed by anybody,
hence the need to protect this data. Intrusion Detection Sys-
tems (IDS) are security components used to detect possible
attacks or anomalies in data traffic and they are used com-
plementing other security systems to protect a network.

As a means to perform the detection, these systems need
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to be able to distinguish between malicious and safe con-
nections or data. Depending on how the distinction is per-
formed, IDS can be classified in two main categories: IDS
based on anomaly detection or IDS based on signature de-
tection [1].

In one hand, anomaly detection systems watch for ab-
normalities in the network behavior under the assumption
that if something is not normal is probably because there is
an activity in the network that should not be taking place.
On the other hand, in signature detection systems, the IDS
uses a series of known rules to decide if there is a potencial
risk in the network; meaning that if a piece of traffic data
or a connection does not follow an established ruled in the
IDS it will be considered a risk. In this work, we will fo-
cus on anomaly detection systems, concretely in anomaly
detection systems trained using machine learning.

Machine learning is defined by the ability of a system to
learn and improve its performance based on previous data.
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This capacity makes it a very interesting technique when
talking about IDS as it can change its strategy depending
on the new information received. For the IDS to function
properly it is important to perform a previous research to
understand how they work and to train the algorithms used
in a way that will be effective in a real scenario. In this
project we will study how machine learning can be imple-
mented in an IDS.

This document is structured as it follows. In section 2 the
objectives of this project are explained, and in section 3 the
schedule followed is presented. A review of the currently
used techniques and procedures is explained in section 4,
dividing the procedures related to the data and the algo-
rithms in two different subsections. The dataset selected
and a general analysis of it is presented in section 5, and in
section 6 the methodology followed to achieve the results
is explained. Here there are 4 subsections corresponding to
the different phases of the chosen methodology. Lastly, in
section 7 the obtained results are presented, followed by the
conclusions in section 8 and the possible future work for
this project in section 9.

2 OBJECTIVES

The aim of this project is to train a machine learning model
capable of predicting when a datagram is an attack or an
intrusion to the network. The procedure to achieve this goal
can be defined through more specific goals of each step of
the work. The following list defines these objectives:

O1. Select the dataset that will be used.

O2. Analyze the dataset in order to decide the preprocess-
ing techniques that will be applied to it.

O3. Revise the state of the art and decide the algorithms
and the techniques that will be used.

O4. Apply the selected techniques to the dataset and im-
plement the algorithms chosen.

O5. Explore hyper-parameters in order to optimize the
model to achieve a good performance.

O6. Compare the performance of the different algorithms
and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of them.

From the mentioned objectives, O1 and O2 are related to
the study of the dataset and they are needed to comprehend
correctly the data and to choose the appropriate techniques
depending on the known information.

Regarding objective O3, we need to investigate the cur-
rent tendencies in this type of applications and determine
the algorithms we would like to use. Then, expressed in
O4, we will need to apply the selected models.

Finally, goals O5 and O6 are related with finding the best
parameters for the different methods implemented and to
compare the results obtained by them using a series of pre-
viously established metrics to compare them.

3 SCHEDULING

The schedule followed for the execution of the project is
explained in this section.

The project is divided in 6 main tasks:

1. Background research on the project and definition of
objectives: It is the first phase, and here we consult
similar projects that may help us to define ours and we
present our work by declaring the objectives we aim to
achieve. This task took around two weeks to complete.

2. Explore datasets and select the one we will be using: In
this phase we explore the available datasets and choose
the one that best fits our project, verifying its quality
and validity. This part of the work is very related with
the following step, and the combination of both took
around three weeks to complete.

3. Analyze dataset, choose processing techniques and ap-
ply them to the dataset: Once the dataset is selected
we need to process it, which means we need to clean
the data and modify it if necessary so it matches our
models necessities. This step is very important, as it
is essential that the data we enter to our algorithms is
valid.

4. Study and select the algorithms to use: In this phase,
as there is a previous task of studying similar work,
we have an idea of the algorithms we may be imple-
menting, but it is here where we need to settle on the
models employed. This job took around two weeks to
complete.

5. Implement the algorithms and train them: Once stud-
ied and decided the algorithms that will be used, we
implement them. This implementation also consists in
choosing the best parameters for each model and en-
sure its proper functioning. This tasks took four weeks
to complete.

6. Evaluation of the models: The last phase consists in
the evaluation of the systems proposed and compar-
ing the results obtained in order to conclude our work.
Here we also analyze if the objective of the project has
been successfully accomplished or, on the contrary,
there is a need to go back to some step and change
the procedure. As we may need to modify the imple-
mentation of the techniques or the parameters used it
is expected that this last step takes around three weeks.

At this point it is important to remember that, even if
the schedule is being explained as linear, one stage after
the other, some things may not be working correctly so we
need to go back and change them. We will leave a mar-
gin of, approximately, five weeks in case changes need to
be implemented and to document the process. In figure 7
(appendix A.1) the Gantt diagram of the project is shown.

4 STATE OF THE ART

As introduced before, machine learning systems have the
capacity to learn how to behave based on the information
that they receive as an input. In order to perform properly,
these systems need to be trained using a series of algorithms
together with a set of data. Depending on the purpose of
the system and the information that we have to train it, we
can classify machine learning algorithms in two main cate-
gories: supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
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Supervised learning algorithms are characterized by hav-
ing, when they are being trained, a set on input-output pairs
that are used by the system to learn the function that relates
input and output. On the other hand, in unsupervised learn-
ing models the algorithm is not provided with any labels or
information about the input-output relation.

The decision of using supervised learning or unsuper-
vised learning is made according to the dataset that will be
used in the project; if the information employed does not
have labeled items we can only use unsupervised learning,
but in case the data is labeled we can choose between using
supervised or unsupervised algorithms. In this case, as we
need historic data to train the model and we need to know if
these samples constituted an attack or not, we will be using
supervised learning models.

To get into detail about the tendencies in techniques we
are dividing them in two groups. In one group we group the
procedures applied directly to the data to clean it, process it
and prepare it to use, and in the other group we classify the
training algorithms themselves.

4.1 Data Preprocessing Techniques

One of the most important parts in the processing of data
is dimensionality reduction, which consists on reducing the
number of features of our dataset but keeping most of the
information they hold. For this purpose we are introducing
two widely used techniques: Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) and reduction based on Pearson correlation.

PCA is a statistical technique used to characterize a
dataset with a reduced number of features (components)
generated following a mathematical procedure so that they
maintain most of the information provided by the actual at-
tributes. In other words, PCA redistributes the total vari-
ance of the attributes among a reduced number of compo-
nents. This way the variance remains the same but it is now
distributed among a reduced set of features.

The components are ordered by the quantity of variance
they describe, meaning that the first component will be the
one that explains the greatest percentage of the total vari-
ance. With this analysis we can identify a reduced num-
ber of attributes that could define the dataset, so instead of
operating with a large amount of features we can simplify
the problem using less attributes and conserving, approxi-
mately, the same amount of information.

The Pearson correlation is, mathematically, the covari-
ance of two variables normalized by the product of their
standard deviations, so that the resulting value is between
-1 and 1. This measure can be understood as the relation
between the tendencies of two attributes. This way a Pear-
son coefficient close to 1 means that the two attributes have
a similar trend; if one increases the other does as well. On
the contrary, a Pearson coefficient near -1 means that if one
variable increases its value the other tends to decrease its.

The interest in presenting this analysis is due to the fact
that a correlation matrix is easier to understand and visual-
ize than the PCA procedure, and it helps identifying which
attributes could be withdrawn from the dataset given that
they do not add further information.

4.2 Training Algorithms

Regarding the algorithms, tendencies in this application are
using Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees and
Neural Networks, among others, as the methods to imple-
ment IDS [6].

SVM is a supervised learning algorithm used to solve lin-
ear and non-linear classification problems. It is a very pow-
erful method as it shows a high accuracy rate after training
it, which is why it is one of the most popular algorithms
when implementing IDS. The idea behind this algorithm is
to minimize the structural risk so that a model has a low
probability of classifying wrong in the future. To do so,
it attempts to separate the data using a simple classifier by
changing the dimensionality of the data, making samples
easier to sort. As said in [7], this algorithm satisfies two of
the main requirements of a suitable method for this purpose;
it can handle noisy datasets and it has good generalization
skills. This means that SVM has a good performance in
adapting to new data and it also operates correctly when
some of the data is corrupted; not valid or meaningless.

Decision Trees are also a very recurrent solution when
developing IDS [8] and two are the main reasons. The first
one is that they give very good results comparing to other
algorithms, their accuracy is high and, as SVM, they have a
high generalization capacity. The second is that their model
is easy to understand and consequently, to implement [9]
[10]. As its name suggests, this algorithm is based on a
tree structure where the leaves are the samples classified
and the internal nodes are the condition under which the
classification is conducted. This way, when a new piece of
data enters the tree it starts on the root node and depending
on whether or not it satisfies the condition is sent to one
subregion or to another [11].

Once Decision Trees are presented, it is interesting to
mention another algorithm closely related to them; Random
Forest. A Random Forest is a combination of individual and
uncorrelated Decision Trees. In this model each tree carries
out a prediction and when all of them have their predictions
computed, the class that has been predicted more times be-
comes the model prediction. The low correlation between
trees and the fact that, to make the final prediction, all the
individual predictions are taken into account are the key to
the good results that this model shows.

Apart from the introduced algorithms above, Neural Net-
works are another interesting model to mention. The struc-
ture of Neural Networks is based on the brain and the way
the neurons interact with each other. They have a series of
entry points where the data is injected and sent to the neu-
rons. Each neuron executes a function with the information
that it receives, and the output that it generates can be the
input to another neuron of an additional layer or the output
of the system. In our application they are very appealing, as
they can operate in real time due to their capacity to operate
fast, meaning that it may be able to detect quickly when an
intrusion is taking place.

For the reasons previously mentioned these are the mod-
els that we will be implementing in the IDS and the ones
whose performance we will be studying and comparing.

Finally, the last thing that it is worth mentioning regard-
ing related work is the programming language. In machine
learning scenarios the most common languages to use are
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R, Matlab and Python. Particularly Python, due to the exis-
tence of specific libraries and packages, tends to be the cho-
sen programming language. Some useful libraries in this
type of project would be Pandas [12], Keras [13], Scikit-
learn [14] and NumPy [15].

5 DATASET

In reference to the datasets, there are different reviews cen-
tered on which set to use, and most conclude that it depends
on the type of network we are training the IDS for and the
level of evaluation we want to perform [16]. One of the
most popular datasets is the KDD Cup 1999 dataset which
was created for The Third International Knowledge Discov-
ery and Data Mining Tools Competition. It is based on the
DARPA dataset created by the MIT Lincoln Lab in an em-
ulated network environment and it has around five million
samples. The samples are labeled as normal or attack. The
later can be classified in four groups of attacks: denial of
service (DoS), probing, unauthorized access to local supe-
ruser (U2R) and unauthorized access from a remote ma-
chine (R2L).

Although this dataset is widely used, it presents serious
problems of redundancy that can affect the performance of
the model trained with it, as explained in [17]. Concretely,
a big number of records used in the training set and test
set of the KDD Cup 1999 1 dataset are duplicated, making
the learning algorithms biased towards frequent samples. In
practice, this would mean that our system may not detect
some attacks that were infrequent on the training and test-
ing set, and this is not a desirable behavior so, as a means
to mitigate these effects, a modified version of the KDD
Cup 1999 dataset was presented in 2009; the NSL-KDD 2

dataset.
NSL-KDD dataset, as said, corrects the problem of re-

dundancy that KDD Cup 1999 presents, eliminating the du-
plicated samples and leaving one copy of each one. The
result is a considerable smaller set of data to work with;
125,972 in the train set.

As it is a subset of the KDD Cup 1999 dataset it classifies
the attacks in the same four groups; denial of service (DoS),
probing, unauthorized access to root (U2R) and unautho-
rized access from a remote machine (R2L). The attributes
and the number of attacks studied are also the same; 41 at-
tributes plus the pertaining class and 22 attacks. The dif-
ferent attacks are shown in table 10 (appendix A.2) and the
attributes with their possible values are presented in table
11 (appendix A.3).

6 METHODOLOGY

The methodology followed in this project is the Cross
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
methodology [4]. CRISP-DM is an iterative methodology
used in Data Mining projects which divides the problem in
six defined phases; Business Understanding, Data Under-
standing, Data Preparation, Modeling, Evaluation and De-
ployment. In figure 1 these phases and the connection be-

1http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/
kddcup99.html

2https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/nsl.html

Fig. 1: CRISP-DM life cycle.

tween them can be seen, although the sequence is not strict
and can change depending on the needs of the project. Each
of these phases can be divided into generic tasks, that can
also be divided in specialized tasks and this last in differ-
ent process instances. This division makes CRISP-DM a
hierarchical model with four levels of abstraction; phases,
generic tasks, specialized tasks and process instances.

Following this methodology, to explain the development
of this project we divided the explanation in the different
phases presented in CRISP-DM. A graphical representation
of the procedure followed is shown in figure 2.

6.1 Data Understanding
This first phase corresponds to the task of studying the data
in order to understand the information we are treating and
to have a better information of the dataset.

The dataset we will be using to train the models has, as
said before, 125,972 samples. From those, 58,630 samples
represent attacks (46.54%) and the rest, 67,342, represent
normal traffic (53.46%). As introduced before, attacks are
classified in four main groups; DoS, probing, U2R and R2L.
The number of samples pertaining to each class are the
following: 45,927 (36.46%) are DoS attacks, 52 (0.04%)
are U2R attacks, 995 (0.79%) are R2L attacks and 11,656
(9.25%) are probing attacks. In figure 3 the percentage of
each type of attack above the total of samples is shown.

The number of samples for each of the 22 possible attacks
are presented in table 1.

In order to find relations between the different attributes
and the type of traffic; attack or normal, we classified, for
each attribute and value, how many samples are attacks and
how many represent normal traffic. To perform this classifi-
cation the first step was to separate the attributes into those
with numeric values and the ones whose values were non
numeric. Depending on the group the attribute was part of
the followed procedure was different.

For the attributes with non numeric values we used a bar
plot to show for each attribute and value how many samples
were attacks and how many were normal traffic. With the
same intention, for the attributes with numeric values we
used an histogram to see how the values taken affected the
classification of the traffic. With this last one, we could also
see which attributes and values tended to be related with
each type of traffic and which values were harder to relate.
In figure 4 an example the non numeric study is shown for
the attribute protocol type and value tcp, and in figure 5 we
can see three examples for the attributes dst host srv count,

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html
https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/nsl.html
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Fig. 2: Methodology followed in the project.

Attack type Num. samp. % above total
samp.

back 956 0.760%
buffer overflow 30 0.020%
ftp write 8 0.006%
guess passwd 53 0.040%
imap 11 0.009%
ipsweep 3,599 2.860%
land 18 0.010%
loadmodule 9 0.007%
multihop 7 0.006%
neptune 41,214 32.720%
nmap 1,493 1.190%
perl 3 0.002%
phf 4 0.003%
pod 201 0.160%
portsweep 2,931 2.330%
rootkit 10 0.008%
satan 3,633 2.880%
smurf 2,646 2.100%
spy 2 0.002%
teardrop 892 0.710%
warezclient 890 0.710%
warezmaster 20 0.016%

TABLE 1: NUMBER OF SAMPLES FOR EACH ATTACK.

Fig. 3: Percentage represented by each type of attack above
all the samples.

Fig. 4: Bar plot for the value tcp of the attribute proto-
col type.

dst host diff srv rate and srv count, in this order.
During this analysis we found that for some attribute val-

ues all the samples belonged to the same type of traffic. An
example of this situation is shown in figure 6; for the value
bgp of the attribute service, all samples are attacks. This
could be a problem for our models, as if we do not handle
these samples they may skew the procedure resulting in a
biased estimation.

Prior to deciding how to proceed with the anomalous
samples, we first needed to study the percentage of the train
data that matched this characteristic, so we analyzed, for
each attribute and its different values, if the traffic resulted
to be all normal or all attacks. Results showed that 18,424
samples matched this peculiarity, representing a 14.63% of
the samples in the train set.

Once we extracted all this information from the dataset,
the next step of the project was to prepare the data.

6.2 Data Preparation
The first decision regarding this phase was how to proceed
with the samples that can bias our models, explained above.
As the amount of samples that matched this peculiarity rep-
resented a small part of the train set, we decided that the best
decision to avoid malfunction in the trained system was to
remove these from the dataset. With these values deleted,
the number of samples in the train set was 107,548 samples.

Once the dataset had this data extracted, our aim was to
analyze the different attributes to determine the features that
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Fig. 5: Histogram for dst host srv count, dst host diff srv rate and srv count, respectively.

contain most of the information. This is a very interesting
study, as we can obtain the combination of features that pre-
serve, approximately, all the information, being able then to
remove some less significant attributes and, as a result, re-
ducing the complexity of the dataset without losing mean-
ingful information.

The methods proposed to perform this study were intro-
duced in section 4; PCA and Pearson correlation. Both
methods, as they are based in mathematical procedures,
only accept numeric data, so we needed to determine a way
to complete this study with our dataset, in which nominal
values appear.

Our first thought was to determine a connection between
the nominal values of the dataset and a set of numbers,
which is known as Integer encoding, but the nominal val-
ues did not have an order that would allow us to establish
a correspondence between the value of the attribute and the
number. This way, if we used a relation between the val-
ues and a group of numbers, the output of the methods em-
ployed would depend on the number that was assigned to
each value; as the number is selected randomly, without a
real order, if we modify the number associated with a value
we would get a different result.

As this was not a solution for our system, we decided to
traduce this values into attributes using One-hot encoding.
This technique allows us to work with the attributes with
nominal and not ordinal values by converting each possi-
ble value in an attribute of the dataset, and establishing the
value of this new feature to 1 or to 0, depending if the sam-

Fig. 6: Bar plot for the value bgp of the attribute service.

ple before the conversion had the value that is now an at-
tribute (1) or not (0). After applying it to our dataset we had
76 features to treat.

At this point we had two datasets, one with the
One-hot encoding applied (data one hot) and the original
(data wo out). From this original dataset, as we could not
be treating strings, we removed the seven nominal values.
We applied the PCA to both of these datasets.

The goal when using the PCA is to find the minimum
number of features that we can use preserving great part of
the information, which means that we need to find a balance
between the number of components and the information de-
scribed by them. To apply it, we first needed to select the
resulting explained variance we wanted, which is traduced
to the amount of information kept after applying the dimen-
sionality reduction. Trends in this application, use a value
around 95%, so we specified an explained variance above
this percentage.

We applied the PCA to the data wo out and we obtained
an explained variance of 96.06% with 21 components. In
the case of the data one hot, for an explained variance of
95.26%, we reduced the features to 43 components.

With the PCA applied we repeated the procedure to the
same datasets but now reducing the dimension through the
Pearson correlation. This method, as the PCA, allows us
to determine the most significant attributes, as the ones that
are very related to others can be removed since they do not
contribute with almost any new information. This analysis
is easier to understand, as we are not generating new fea-
tures to reduce the dimension, we are withdrawing those
that give little information.

The correlation using the Pearson method was computed
for both datasets (data one hot and data wo out) and we
obtained the two correlation matrices. Once we had the co-
efficients we needed to determine the threshold from which
we would consider the feature is not contributing with
enough new information. A correlation coefficient above
70% is considered to be strong, so we used a threshold of
0.7 (70%).

Through this method, the data wo out dataset was re-
duced to 25 features, and the data one hot dataset to 59.

Up to this point, we generated four new datasets, corre-
sponding to the obtained after the dimensionality reduction
for each of the initial sets of data, and as we will be refer-
ring them from now on, we need to name them. The datasets
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obtained from data wo out are data pca wo out, from the
PCA, and data pears wo out, from the Pearson correlation.
Those derived from data one hot are data pca one hot and
data pears one hot.

Lastly, to study a different approach, we decided to
generate the binary datasets corresponding to the men-
tioned above; meaning that in these, the value of the
class can only either be normal or attack, without differ-
entiating between the 22 possible types of attacks. The
names of these dataset, created following the same pro-
cedure explained, are bin pca wo out, bin pca one hot,
bin pears wo out and bin pears one hot.

The decision to create these binary datasets was en-
couraged by two reasons. The first reason is that, as we
were treating with unbalanced datasets, the representation
of some classes was very small compared to others. This
is easily seen in table 1, where attacks of the type neptune
represent around the 33% of the samples whereas ftp write
are only a 0.006%. This lack of samples for some classes
may difficult the learning of the algorithms, so to solve this
we combine all the types of attacks in one class.

The second reason is very related to the first, and it is
that we can combine the different types of attacks into one
class because in IDS it is more important to detect an attack
than identifying exactly the type of attack. This way in the
first stage of an IDS we can distinguish between normal
and malicious traffic and afterwards, in the following stage,
identifying the type of attack.

6.3 Modeling
The procedure followed to implement each of the algo-
rithms under study, Decision Tree, Random Forest, SVM
and Neural Network, can be divided in two parts.

The first phase consisted in finding the right parameters,
depending on the model, to use when training the algorithm.
For this, we used a random search, which tries different
combinations of parameter values from a predefined range.
Through this function we found the best parameters to in-
troduce to each model. It is important to note here that the
random search, with its default configuration, computes the
quality of the parameters based on the accuracy obtained in
a subset of the train set entered. As our dataset is not bal-
anced, meaning that for some types of attacks the number
of samples is very reduced, we used a method called bal-
anced accuracy, which is defined as the average of recall
obtained on each class.

The second step, once found the parameters, consisted
only in introducing these to the corresponding algorithm
and analyzing the results obtained in the test dataset.

Once presented the general procedure, we elaborate on
the parameters adjusted for each of the models.

In the case of the Decision Tree the parameters modeled
were the maximum depth of the tree, the maximum number
of features used and the criterion used when evaluating the
split performed by the tree. The maximum depth of the tree
indicates the maximum number of levels the tree can be ex-
panded. This parameters controls the pureness of the leaves,
meaning that as a higher value of maximum depth is used,
the model, if needed, could generate final leaves that would
be more concrete, resulting in a better classification. It is
easy to see that as the depth used by the tree increases, the

training process will take longer, as more nodes are com-
puted, but the fitting of the data will be more concrete as
each of the leaves will represent more precisely each cate-
gory.

Regarding the maximum features, it determines the max-
imum number of features that are used when deciding the
best split, this is, when dividing the nodes into sub-nodes.
The bigger this parameter is the more pure the leaf nodes
will be, but at the same time it may conduce to an overfit-
ting problem, as we are molding the model to the concrete
train set.

For the SVM, the parameters studied were the degree of
the polynomial expression that characterizes the classifier,
the kernel used and the regularization parameter.

The degree of the mathematical expression that regulates
the model is key, as a small number may result in bad per-
formance and a larger number, which traduces in a more
complex function, will probably cause overfitting, as the
function will be adjusted too specifically to the train set.

The functioning of the SVM is based on a series of math-
ematical functions known as the kernel. This functions, de-
pending on the type of their operations, can be linear, non-
linear, polynomial, radial basis functions (rbf) or sigmoid.
This means that the value of kernel we choose will deter-
mine the classifier function used by the model.

The last parameter of interest in SVM is the regular-
ization parameter, identified as C. This value determines
the separation margin between classes, meaning that if this
value is big, we are accepting a smaller margin between
the points of different classes, whereas if we use a smaller
value, the margin between classes will be larger. From this
explanation we can see that this parameter will have an im-
portant role in controlling overfitting, as if we use a very
small value we are demanding the model to fit perfectly the
data, molding the function to the train data excessively.

The third algorithm implemented, the Random Forest,
follows a similar procedure to the Decision Tree but instead
of using one tree, uses as many as the programmer indicates.
In this model, the parameters analyzed was the number of
estimators employed, which corresponds to the number of
trees.

Lastly, for the Neural Network, we decided to implement
a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), in which the defining pa-
rameters are the batch size, the number of epochs, the size
and number of hidden layers, the activation function, the
learning rate and the momentum. These were the ones stud-
ied by the random search.

The batch size sets the number of samples taken each
time by the system to train itself, this is, the size of the par-
titions of the train set. The second parameter, the number
of epochs, establishes the number of times the algorithm is
executed; in each epoch all the samples of the train set are
trained. The size and number of hidden layers defines the
internal structure of the network, indicating the number of
neurons in each layer and the hidden layers we want the
system to have. The activation function is the mathematical
function performed by the neuron, and it defines the rela-
tion between the input it takes and the output it generates.
Lastly, the learning rate and the momentum control and reg-
ulate the adjustment on the weights of the network, as both
are used when recalculating the weight of a connection.
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6.4 Evaluation

The best parameters obtained after applying the random
search for each algorithm and dataset are shown in the fol-
lowing tables. In table 2 the parameters for the Decision
Tree and for the different datasets are exposed. In tables 3,
4 and 5, the same information for the SVM, the Random
Forest and the MLP classifier is presented.

Dataset Max.
feat.

Max.
depth

Criter.

pca one hot 36 13 entropy
pca wo out 10 14 entropy
pears one hot 41 13 entropy
pears wo out 17 14 gini
bin pca one hot 37 17 entropy
bin pca wo out 15 14 entropy
bin pears one hot 50 14 entropy
bin pears wo out 17 19 entropy

TABLE 2: PARAMETERS FOR DECISION TREE.

Dataset Kernel Gamma Degree C
pca one hot rbf 0.001 4 250
pca wo out rbf 0.010 4 50
pears one hot rbf 0.001 3 200
pears wo out rbf 0.001 3 250
bin pca one hot rbf auto 3 100
bin pca wo out rbf scale 2 50
bin pears one hot rbf 0.001 4 100
bin pears wo out rbf 0.001 4 200

TABLE 3: PARAMETERS FOR SVM

Dataset Num.
estimators

Criter.

pca one hot 180 gini
pca wo out 189 entropy
pears one hot 163 gini
pears wo out 198 gini
bin pca one hot 40 entropy
bin pca wo out 36 entropy
bin pears one hot 55 entropy
bin pears wo out 68 entropy

TABLE 4: PARAMETERS FOR RANDOM FOREST

7 RESULTS

After obtaining the parameters that best fit our train data,
we tested the trained models with the test set. To evaluate
these results we decided to use three metrics: the accuracy,
the recall and the F1 score.

The accuracy, as it is probably known, is defined as the
percentage of samples correctly classified when comparing
the predicted class with the actual one. It is a general metric
to estimate how well a system is performing. Nevertheless,
when treating with unbalanced datasets, this result can be

misleading, as the model could be achieving a high accu-
racy simply classifying al the samples to the same class, if
this class is majority. For this, we need to also study other
metrics that help us estimate the specificity of the algorithm.
Two of these metrics, also used to compute the F1 score, are
the recall and the precision.

The recall is the ratio between the number of true pos-
itives, samples predicted positive that are indeed positive,
and the total number of samples predicted positive, com-
posed by true positives and false negatives, samples pre-
dicted false that are not false. It can be easily seen that this
value represents how capable is the classifier to find all the
positive samples.

On the other hand, the precision is the ratio between the
number of true positives and the total number of positive
predicted samples, true positives and false positives. This
metric represents the ability of the model to classify cor-
rectly the positive samples.

As said above, the third metric, the F1 score, is defined
based using both the recall and the precision. In equation 1
the formula used to calculate it is shown.

F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(1)

As we are training an IDS, in which we must guarantee
security, it is preferable that the system classifies negative
data frames as positives than the other way around, which
is why we studied with special attention the recall score.

In the following tables the results achieved for each al-
gorithm and test dataset are shown. In table 6 the results
for the Decision Tree can be seen, in table 7 the same for
the SVM, in table 8 the results for the Random Forest and
lastly, in table 9 the results for the MLP classifier.

Examining the results obtained with the different models
we can see that the best accuracy, in general, is obtained us-
ing the Decision Tree, while the best recall and F1 score are
obtained with the Random Forest. However, the variance of
the average accuracy does not vary more than 1%, and nei-
ther does the F1 score. The recall is the metric that deviates
the most among the models, varying around a 5%.

Regarding the different sets of data, with the binary
datasets the results achieved are slightly better for all the
algorithms when we compare the accuracy, except for the
SVM, in which this difference it is not very clear. Never-
theless, the recall obtained with the binary datasets is higher
when we compare the recall obtained with these datasets,
there is clear difference with respect to the multi-class sets
of data, as the recall for the binary datasets is higher in every
model.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the results presented will be done from three
different angles. The first will be the comparison of re-
sults between the different algorithms, the second will be
comparing the results obtained for the different datasets ob-
tained with different data processing techniques, and lastly,
we will compare the results obtained with the multi-label
datasets with the obtained for the binary datasets.

If we study which model gives the best results based on
the mean performed for each metric and each algorithm,
we can see that the highest accuracy is obtained with the
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Dataset Solver Moment. Max. iter Learn.
rate

Hidden layer size Batch size Activation

pca one hot adam 0.9 160 adaptive (215, 172, 129, 86) 512 tanh
pca wo out adam 0.9 140 invscaling (105, 84, 63, 42) 128 relu
pears one hot adam 0.8 120 constant (177, 118) 512 logistic
pears wo out adam 0.9 120 invscaling (75, 50) 512 logistic
bin pca one hot adam 0.9 120 adaptive (129, 86) 128 relu
bin pca wo out adam 0.6 120 adaptive (172, 129, 86) 64 relu
bin pears one hot adam 0.8 140 constant (172, 129, 86) 128 relu
bin pears wo out adam 0.8 120 constant (172, 129, 86) 256 relu

TABLE 5: PARAMETERS FOR MLP CLASSIFIER

Dataset Accuracy F1 score Recall
pca one hot 68.325% 65.088% 68.962%
pca wo out 67.788% 63.531% 66.175%
pears one hot 68.877% 66.168% 66.708%
pears wo out 70.124% 67.136% 74.126%
bin pca one hot 78.914% 82.237% 94.454%
bin pca wo out 76.782% 80.637% 92.724%
bin pears one hot 74.039% 78.264% 87.676%
bin pears wo out 77.256% 81.255% 95.614%
Mean 72.642% 72.633% 79.875%

TABLE 6: RESULTS FOR DECISION TREE

Dataset Accuracy F1 score Recall
pca one hot 68.857% 68.511% 73.871%
pca wo out 68.382% 66.916% 73.287%
pears one hot 70.489% 71.066% 82.544%
pears wo out 69.978% 69.539% 81.489%
bin pca one hot 87.132% 87.703% 89.795%
bin pca wo out 78.534% 81.461% 90.183%
bin pears one hot 65.869% 74.135% 91.067%
bin pears wo out 62.005% 72.258% 91.960%
Mean 71.818% 73.664% 83.961%

TABLE 7: RESULTS FOR SVM

Dataset Accuracy F1 score Recall
pca one hot 70.264% 68.862% 77.301%
pca wo out 67.751% 66.525% 75.116%
pears one hot 71.563% 74.285% 85.586%
pears wo out 71.651% 73.152% 82.830%
bin pca one hot 74.571% 78.669% 88.248%
bin pca wo out 72.178% 77.224% 88.002%
bin pears one hot 73.111% 78.433% 93.498%
bin pears wo out 76.771% 80.939% 95.623%
Mean 72.188% 74.608% 85.508%

TABLE 8: RESULTS FOR RANDOM FOREST

Decision Tree. However, the other models are not far from
this result, being the difference between them not more than
1%. As said before, for the system we are training it is
crucial to have a high recall value, and following this, the
Random Forest is the algorithm that maximizes this metric,
and, as a consequence (see equation 1) also achieves the
highest F1 score.

After this reasoning, we can conclude that the best model

Dataset Accuracy F1 score Recall
pca one hot 70.572% 67.345% 72.531%
pca wo out 67.553% 64.370% 70.112%
pears one hot 70.927% 71.874% 81.712%
pears wo out 71.083% 71.424% 79.657%
bin pca one hot 75.531% 79.367% 89.012%
bin pca wo out 72.658% 77.482% 87.873%
bin pears one hot 72.016% 77.777% 93.486%
bin pears wo out 73.492% 77.678% 86.007%
Mean 71.695% 73.228% 82.187%

TABLE 9: RESULTS FOR MLP CLASSIFIER

to use, in general, is the Random Forest.
When looking at the results obtained for the different

data processing techniques applied, it is seen that the results
achieved for the datasets in which we applied the Pearson
correlation for the dimensionality reduction are better than
the obtained for the datasets in which we used PCA. The
reason behind this may be the number of features entered in
the system, as the reduction of features in the datasets with
the Pearson correlation was less, so there had more features
than the datasets with the PCA.

It is interesting to see that for the datasets in which PCA
was applied, the one with One hot encoding gives better re-
sults than the set of data without the non numeric features.
On the other hand, for the datasets processed with the Pear-
son correlation, the opposite happens, we generally obtain
better results for the dataset with non numeric features.

As the first observation is what we would expect, hav-
ing more information in our data (features) will make it
easier for the model to find patterns, the second is not
what we would have predicted. Taking a closer look at
the two datasets generated with the dimensionality reduc-
tion based on the Pearson correlation, data pears one hot
and data pears wo out, we see that for the SVM the first
gives higher accuracy, recall and F1 score. The explanation
behind this is that One hot encoding can give algorithms
based on tree structures poor results. As the values that the
features take are either 1 or 0, in every split there are only
two pre established values in which the previous leaf can be
divided, making it more difficult for the model to learn. This
is noticeable in the this datasets and not in the ones gener-
ated by the PCA because this later generates new features
based on the information it has, so all the final components
will have continuous values.

Lastly, it is worth to evaluate and comment on the dif-
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ference between the results obtained with the multi label
approach and those obtained with the binary datasets.

The results tend to be much better when using the binary
datasets. This difference may not be obvious in the accu-
racy, but attending to the recall it is above the 85% for every
algorithm and every binary dataset used.

9 FUTURE WORK

As stated before, in IDS the primordial activity is to de-
tect an attack, even if the system is not completely capable
of identifying which concrete type. The results obtained in
this study with the binary datasets are very promising, since
we achieve very high recall values. These high values are
a desirable trait, so it would be interesting to study the pos-
sibility of, instead of building a single model that classifies
the data frames between normal and the 22 possible attacks,
using a more complex system with different stages. This
way in the first phase we can classify connections between
malign and benign, and in the next stages, with the previous
information, decide what type of attack we are treating.

Another point that could help in the building of the
system is to analyze our proposed model with different
datasets, especially with datasets oriented to the specific
network the system will be working on, so that the type of
traffic treated is accurate.

Furthermore, since this project was centered on the eval-
uation of only four algorithms, it would also be good to
implement and evaluate other models that could offer bet-
ter results than the obtained. For its wide use in numerous
fields, it would be interesting to try other types of Neural
Networks like Convolutional Neural Networks or Recurrent
Neural Networks.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Gantt diagram for the project

Fig. 7: Gantt diagram.

A.2 Possible attacks and type

Attack Type
back dos
buffer overflow u2r
ftp write r2l
guess passwd r2l
imap r2l
ipsweep probe
land dos
loadmodule u2r
multihop r2l
neptune dos
nmap probe
perl u2r
phf r2l
pod dos
portsweep probe
rootkit u2r
satan probe
smurf dos
spy r2l
teardrop dos
warezclient r2l
warezmaster r2l

TABLE 10: ATTACK AND ATTACK TYPE.
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A.3 Attributes of the dataset and possible values

Attribute Real
duration real

protocol type tcp, udp, icmp
service aol, auth, bgp, courier, csnet ns, ctf, daytime, discard, domain, domain u, echo, eco i,

ecr i, efs, exec, finger, ftp, ftp data, gopher, harvest, hostnames, http, http 2784,
http 443, http 8001, imap4, IRC, iso tsap, klogin, kshell, ldap, link, login, mtp, name,
netbios dgm, netbios ns, netbios ssn, netstat, nnsp, nntp, ntp u, other, pm dump,
pop 2, pop 3, printer, private, red i, remote job, rje, shell, smtp, sql net, ssh, sunrpc,
supdup, systat, telnet, tftp u, tim i, time, urh i, urp i, uucp, uucp path, vmnet, whois,
X11, Z39 50

flag OTH, REJ, RSTO, RSTOS0, RSTR, S0, S1, S2, S3, SF, SH
src bytes real
dst bytes real

land 0, 1
wrong fragment real

urgent real
hot real

num failed logins real
logged in 0, 1

num compromised real
root shell real

su attempted real
num root real

num file creations real
num shells real

num access files real
num outbound cmds real

is host login 0, 1
is guest login 0, 1

count real
srv count real
serror rate real

srv serror rate real
rerror rate real

srv rerror rate real
same srv rate real
diff srv rate real

srv diff host rate real
dst host count real

dst host srv count real
dst host same srv rate real
dst host diff srv rate real

dst host same src port rate real
dst host srv diff host rate real

dst host serror rate real
dst host srv serror rate real

dst host rerror rate real
dst host srv rerror rate real

class normal, *

TABLE 11: ATTRIBUTES AND POSSIBLE VALUES.

*an attack value from the listed on A.2.


